In this editorial, a brief background of the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) principle is discussed, followed by several aspects of magneto-optic SPR (MOSPR) and sensing schemes from the viewpoint of fundamental studies and potential technological applications. New sensitivity metrics are introduced that would allow researchers to compare the performance of SPR and MOSPR-based sensors. Merits of MOSPR over SPR based sensors and challenges faced by MOSPR sensors in terms of their practical use and portability are also considered. The editorial ends with potential new configurations and future prospects. This work is considered highly significant to device engineers, graduate and undergraduate students, and researchers of all levels involved in developing new classes of bio-devices for sensing, imaging, environmental monitoring, toxic gas detection, and surveying applications to name a few.
Background
The interaction of optical radiation with surface plasmons (coherent delocalized electron oscillations at a metal-dielectric interface) in the absence and presence of a magnetic field (H) resulted in the discoveries of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) and magneto-optic SPR (MOSPR), respectively. The discovery of SPR phenomena dates to the early 20th century, between the years 1902 and 1912, first experimentally demonstrated by R.M. Wood [1] , and later theoretically described by Lord Rayleigh in 1907 [2] . However, it was not until 1968 that a convenient approach for observing the SPR phenomenon was introduced by Kretschmann [3] and Otto [4] . Since then, several other researchers and companies continued investigating the phenomena for possible use in the medical field. However, it was only in 1990 that BIACORE commercially developed (first batch of 35 units) an SPR-based device for practical biosensing purposes [5] . Since then SPR has remained a primary choice for biosensing and drug discovery [6] .
Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) are collective oscillations of the free-electron gas at the boundary/surface of metal and dielectric layers. The wave vector of these waves is given by k spp = (k 0 × n m × n d )/(n m + n d ) 1/2 , where k 0 is the wave vector in free space and n m and n d are the metal and dielectric refractive indices, respectively. The wave vector therefore depends on the optical properties of the metal and dielectric media, the excitation wavelength (through the dispersion of the optical properties), and excitation conditions. A change in the optical properties of the dielectric media in the region where the waves extend will therefore affect the SPP wave vector and the coupling conditions (i.e., angle, wavelength, intensity, and phase). This feature serves as the foundation for development of the SPR sensors. However, the challenge for conventional SPR-based sensors is to extend their detection limit to lower concentrations and smaller molecules. Magneto-optic modulation techniques can be adopted to improve the performance and enhance the sensitivity.
SPR sensors are based on the interaction of optical radiation with either localized (for structures smaller than the wavelength of incident light) or propagating (for structures larger than the wavelength of incident light) surface plasmons at the interface of two materials having opposite refractive indices. The principle of operation of SPR sensors is based on the detection of the shift in the optical angle of incidence leading to resonance, or intensity changes in the reflected optical signal. These changes are directly proportional to the physical properties of the dielectric media being probed. This medium can be a gas (air, Helium, etc.) or fluid, in particular bio-samples (water, urine, serum or protein, etc.). Sensors based on the SPR principle have been continuously developed and are still active in the market. However, early stage disease detection has remained a very challenging task, and further improvement in detection limits will enable more efficient drug discovery by working with lower-concentration solutions. Currently, SPR sensors have reached their detection limit [7] . For details on plasmonics and SPR, and technical reviews, the readers are referred to [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
The effect of magnetic fields on the optical properties of materials, known as magneto-optic effects, have been observed since the mid-19th century, first studied by Michael Faraday in 1845, well before the discovery of the SPR effect in the metal/dielectric interface. He experimentally demonstrated that an external magnetic field has a direct effect on the polarization of the transmitted optical radiation passed through a dielectric medium. This effect is known as Faraday rotation. In 1877, John Kerr demonstrated a related magneto-optic effect, the rotation of the polarization of light reflected from a magnetic material, known as the magneto-optic Kerr effect. In 1985, the Kerr effect was exploited commercially through a data recording industry. For more details, interested readers are referred to the book by Zvezdin et al. [14] .
MOSPR phenomena are relatively newly explored in the field of biosensing and are still in the research and development stage. Lately, their rapid development have led to new physics and the potential for several new applications. The sensors are based on the interaction of magnetic fields with the optical properties of magnetic materials incorporated in the SPR structure. The resulting magneto-optical activity leads to sensitivity enhancement and is also used to modulate the resonance conditions [14] . Although the effect of MOSPR on improving the performance of biosensors has been reported in the literature [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , no relevant clinical or commercial application has been realized.
It is important to note that the principle of MOSPR sensing is different from the principle of SPR sensing. Unlike the angular or intensity change measured by SPR sensors in the presence of a target molecule, MOSPR sensors record the derivative of the angular spectra as the magnetic field is varied. This, in principle, allows the optical response to be amplified by hundreds of times to achieve higher sensitivity. Recent studies have shown that MOSPR sensors can indeed outperform SPR sensors in terms of sensitivity and detection limit [24] . The improved sensitivity of the MOSPR sensors would allow for applications beyond biosensing, such as imaging, surveying, and environmental monitoring.
Materials of interest for the development of MOSPR sensors include ferromagnetic layers, multilayers, nanoparticles, alloys, and compositionally graded alloys for the magnetic layer. On the sensor surface, extremely thin dielectric layers have been shown to improve sensitivity and can be used as protective layer.
In particular, graphene layers have been shown to be effective in this regard, and their carbon surface is also advantageous for the surface functionalization necessary to achieve selectivity [25] .
Sensitivity Metrics
The sensitivity of SPR and MOSPR biosensors is a critical parameter for their benchmarking. However, no unified sensitivity metric is used in the literature to directly compare the performance of these sensors. The problem is that many of the published works are focused on either SPR sensors or MOSPR sensors alone. Moreover, the sensitivity used by device manufacturers are often very specific to a target application. With an aim to provide a guideline for users of SPR or MOSPR biosensors, we present sensitivity metrics as follows, introduced in [26] . Figure 1a shows surface plasmon resonance (SPR) (reflectivity vs. incident angle), and Figure 1b shows magneto-optic SPR (MOSPR) (change in reflectivity due to the presence of a saturating magnetic field H vs. incident angle) curves for two different media, denoted as A and B for simplicity. According to [26] , the SPR sensitivity can be defined as:
and the MOSPR sensitivity is defined as: (1) and (2) is the difference in refractive indices between media A and B, and RIU denotes refractive-index units. These sensitivity metrics eliminate diverging sensor response since both R p(A)m and ∆n in the SPR case and ∆R p(A)m and ∆n in the MOSPR case are never zero at θ m , near the angle θ SPR , as θ m is chosen where the slope of the curve is maximized. The sensitivity metrics in (1) and (2) can be used to compare the performance of SPR and MOSPR sensors directly.
The quality factor of the sensing structure is crucially important both for SPR and MOSPR sensing, since the steeper the resonance is, the higher response is observed for the same variation of the analyte. In this sense, MO structures using ferromagnetic dielectrics, for example, bismuth-substituted [27] or cerium-substituted [28] garnets, are preferable as they are transparent and do not introduce additional losses, in contrast to ferromagnetic metals such as Co and Ni. On the other hand, utilization of the photonic-crystal structures could also allow for the increase of SPR [29] and, consequently, the MOSPR quality factor [30] . The consequential increase of the sensitivity of photonic-crystal MOSPR sensor was demonstrated [27, 31] .
Potential Applications
One area where magneto-optics has been extensively studied is the localized magneto-optic SPR (LMO-SPR) functionality using magnetoplasmonics (magnetic-nonmagnetic) core-shell nano-particles, nano-rods, nano-antenna or nano-wires of dielectric and plasmonic materials [32] . These magnetoplasmonic structures have been considered for potential applications in drug delivery, drug detection, and biosensing, among many others. In addition to the intensity change, plasmon-induced phase modification of the reflected light is also employed as a means of sensing. These same materials can also be used as sensors by analyzing the phase of the transmitted optical radiation as well. Similarly to what was described earlier, the significance of these magnetoplasmonic core-shell structures over the plasmonic core-shell structure is that the tunability of the MOSPR property can be achieved using the magnetic activity. Despite the optical loss induced by the ferromagnetic material, the applied magnetic field has substantial effects on the MO characteristics to yield an overall sensitivity gain.
Another method to stimulate LMO-SPRs involves patterning periodic arrays of nanoholes in magneto-optic-plasmonic multilayers [33] . These new type of nanostructures can find applications in biosensing and photovoltaics [33, 34] , as welll as in developing improved amplifiers and lasers [35] .
Since the discovery of giant magnetoresistance (GMR) in metallic alloys and multilayers, GMR sensors have found many applications in the magnetic data storage industry [36, 37] . These same materials have also found important applications as biosensors [38, 39] . Likewise, metamaterials are another class of materials that are considered important for magnetoplasmonic studies [40] . Magneto-optic functionality can be incorporated in metamaterials to tune the scattering emission or make it vanish entirely. For example, the work presented in [41] can be extended to biosensing and bioimaging applications where the reflection of light through the sensor can be controlled through the addition of magnetic metal and varying the thickness or size of the metamaterial, incident angle, or direction and magnitude of the applied magnetic field.
Optimization of SPR/MOSPR configurations can be performed through simulation based on the Fresnel reflection formalism. Tools such as the transfer-matrix method have been employed to investigate various device parameters necessary to excite SPR and induce magneto-optic enhancement. For a description of theory and modeling of SPR and MOSPR effects in heterostructures, we encourage interested readers to see the following references [42, 43] . The simulation results have demonstrated that the inclusion of refractory and ferromagnetic materials into a photonic crystal configuration yields much higher sensitivity and detection level.
Summary
The performance of MOSPR sensors have warranted their use in future sensing applications in both the gaseous and liquid media. Furthermore, MOSPR sensing can find applications in determining the physical properties of materials and biosamples. Since the proof of concept has already been developed and the sensing functionality experimentally demonstrated, MOSPR sensors are poised to make considerable impact in the field of biosensing in the near future.
